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ABSTRACT 

Scientific and technological advances in the area of integrated circuits have allowed the 

performance of microprocessors to grow exponentially since the late 1960’s. However, the 

imbalance between processor performance and memory bus capacity has increased in recent 

years. The increasing on-chip-parallelism of multi-core processors has turned the memory 

subsystem into a key factor for achieving high performance. When two or more processes share 

the memory subsystem their execution times typically increase, even at relatively low levels of 

memory traffic. Current research shows that a throughput increase of up to 40% is possible if 

the job-scheduler can minimize the slowdown caused by memory contention in industrial multi-

core systems, such as high performance clusters, datacenters or clouds. In order to optimize the 

throughput, the job-scheduler has to know how much slower the process will execute when co-

scheduled with other processes on the same server. Consequently, unless the slowdown is 

known, or can be fairly well estimated, the scheduling becomes pure guesswork and the 

performance suffers. 

The central question addressed in this thesis is how the slowdown caused by memory traffic 

interference between processes executing on the same server can be predicted and to what 

extent. This thesis presents and evaluates a new slowdown prediction method which estimates 

how much longer a program will execute when co-scheduled on the same multi-core server as 

another program. The method measures how external memory traffic affects a program by 

generating different levels of synthetic memory traffic while observing the change in execution 

time. Based on the observations it makes a first order prediction of how much slowdown the 

program will experience when exposed to external memory traffic.  

Experimental results show that the method’s predictions correlate well with the real 

measured slowdowns. Furthermore, it is shown that scheduling based on the new slowdown 

prediction method yields a higher throughput than three other techniques suggested for avoiding 

co-scheduling slowdowns caused by memory contention. Finally, a novel scheme is suggested 

to avoid some of the worst co-schedules, thus increasing the system throughput.  

 

 

Keywords: multi-core processor, slowdown-aware scheduling, memory bandwidth, 

resource contention, last-level cache, co-scheduling, performance evaluation. 
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1. Introduction 

In 1994 Donald Becker and Thomas Sterling created the now famous Beowulf cluster [2]. 

The initial system was constructed from 16 Intel 486 processor-based computers interconnected 

by channel bonded 10 megabit Ethernet and it was running Linux. The machine became an 

instant success and only ten years later around 60% of the top 500 supercomputers in the world 

were categorized as clusters [23]. Furthermore, in recent years, the number and size of public 

and private cloud data centers have increased quite dramatically. Cluster and cloud systems 

typically have hundreds, thousands or tens of thousands of interconnected servers concurrently 

executing an order of magnitude more processes. In these systems a so called job-scheduler 

performs the task of allocating processes to servers. 

Up until the introduction of the multi-core-processors the far most common allocation 

scheme was to schedule one process to run on one server, which had one core. With the 

introduction of the first mainstream dual-core processors, the pure computational capacity of 

each cluster server practically doubled at little or no extra cost; and then came the multi-core 

processors. The cluster job-schedulers could now co-schedule several processes on the same 

server by allocating one process to each of the server’s cores. Although process co-scheduling 

generally increases the overall throughput of a cluster or cloud system it also creates new 

challenges.  

Processes executing on different cores in the same server typically share many of the 

server’s resources such as, caches, buses and storage devices. When processes share a resource 

their execution is slowed down compared to if they would have had exclusive access to that 

resource. When two purely computationally bound processes are co-scheduled on the same 

server the slowdown will be close to zero. However, if for example two I/O bound processes 

are co-scheduled the slowdown can be over a factor of two [26]. If the slowdown is above two 

it is more efficient to execute the processes sequentially, both in terms of execution time and 

throughput. At the same time, if one purely computational process is co-scheduled with an I/O 

bound process the slowdown can be zero, since no resources are shared. Furthermore, studies 

[22, 26] have shown that the slowdown can be significant even at low levels of shared resource 

usage. 

Consequently, the way in which processes are combined when allocated to servers can 

greatly influence the performance of both the processes and the overall system throughput. To 

minimize the process slowdowns, maximize the system throughput or both, the scheduler has 

to be able to estimate how much slower the program(s) will execute when co-scheduled with 

other program(s) and allocate processes to servers accordingly. Unless the slowdown is known, 

or can be fairly well estimated, the scheduling becomes pure guesswork and as a result the 

performance suffers. 

Although there are many shared resources in a server, previous studies [9, 14, 20] have 

shown that the memory system is the scarcest resource for many programs. The reason for this 

is the increasing level of on-chip parallelism in combination with the limited off-chip bandwidth 

in modern multi-core processors; this problem is sometimes referred to as the memory wall 
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[25]. According to Tang et.al. [22], a throughput increase of 40% is possible in datacenters 

when scheduling programs based on memory bandwidth usage. Furthermore, in a recent study 

performed by Xu, et.al. [26], two co-scheduled programs experience a super-linear slowdown 

due to memory traffic interference. Hence, having the ability to predict the co-scheduling 

slowdown caused by memory bus sharing, and being able to co-schedule processes accordingly, 

is a key factor for achieving high performance in any cluster or cloud system. 

In current research, different approaches for detecting and quantifying memory bus 

contention have been suggested, in order to avoid process slowdown and increase system 

throughput. These approaches are mainly based on last level cache (LLC) or memory bandwidth 

metrics. Several different cache based metrics have been suggested for memory contention 

aware scheduling. Daci and Tartari [6] compare the last level cache (LLC) miss rate metric with 

other characterization metrics and draw the conclusion that the LLC miss rate outperforms the 

other metrics. Zhuravlev et al. [27] as well as [4] have studied cache contention-aware 

scheduling techniques, such as stack distance competition [5], and their ability to mitigate the 

performance degradation of co-scheduled programs. 

In addition to the cache based metrics several studies have reported on significant 

throughput increases when co-scheduling jobs based on memory bandwidth usage. Koukis and 

Koziris [12] implemented a memory bandwidth aware Linux kernel scheduler which co-

schedules processes to keep the aggregated bandwidth usage below the maximum bus 

bandwidth. In [26], Xu et al. propose an operating system scheduling policy that first determines 

at which level of memory traffic the performance degradation is acceptable, and then co-

schedules processes to keep the aggregated bandwidth usage below this level. Mars et al. [15] 

and Eklov et al. [8] have taken this approach one step further and apply a black-box profiling 

approach where they create contention in the memory system while measuring how it affects 

the program in terms of quality of service or execution time. The results can then be used as an 

input to a cluster or cloud job-scheduler.  

Much of the research in this area has been focused on operating system schedulers and not 

on cluster or cloud job-schedulers. While an OS-scheduler performs in the order of thousand 

scheduling decisions each second a cluster or cloud job-scheduler allocates a process to a server 

where it might run for minutes, hours, weeks or months. Moving running processes between 

servers is an expensive operation and not always possible. Thus, readjusting the scheduling 

decisions continuously during execution is generally not an option in these environments. 

Many techniques have been proposed to enhance the co-scheduling capabilities of memory 

contention aware cluster and cloud schedulers. However, despite significant advances, it is 

important to develop new techniques to increase the performance of memory contention aware 

job-schedulers for cluster and cloud systems. 

1.1 Problem Statement 
This thesis focuses on the slowdown that is caused by resource sharing between programs co-

scheduled on the same server. Specifically, this thesis addresses the following problems: 
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 Although resource sharing between concurrently executing processes in a cluster-, grid- or 

cloud-system is a serious source of inefficiencies the potential of resource aware scheduling 

on industrial engineering simulations software have not been studied. 

 Processes concurrently executing on different cores in the same processor typically share 

the memory bus which leads to execution slowdowns. An open question is how the 

slowdown caused by memory traffic interference between co-scheduled processes can be 

predicted and to what extent. 

 While process co-scheduling generally increases the overall throughput of a cluster, grid or 

cloud system, it also creates new challenges. The important questions are how should 

processes be co-scheduled to minimize the overall slowdown and how much can the system 

throughput be improved by slowdown aware co-scheduling. 

 

1.2 Research Contributions 
This thesis makes several contributions within the area of resource aware job-scheduling 

with a focus on a new slowdown prediction method for efficient memory bus contention aware 

co-scheduling. The contributions are presented in four papers referred to as Paper I, II, III and 

IV. The contributions presented in the thesis are outlined below. 

 The first contribution is a metric for exploring the impact resource sharing has on 

engineering simulation efficiency in an industrial multi-core cluster with regards to 

execution time as well as hardware and license costs. The metric is presented in Paper I 

where it is used to quantify the cost of different allocation strategies. 

 The second contribution is a new method which estimates the slowdown programs 

experience when executing concurrently on different cores in the same processor. The 

method is first demonstrated in Paper II, it is then described in Paper III and enhanced in 

Paper IV. The method experimentally estimates a program’s memory bus usage by 

generating different levels of synthetic traffic while observing how the execution time is 

affected. Based on observations and interpolation it is possible to make a first order 

prediction of how much slowdown the program will experience when executing 

concurrently with a program that generates a given amount of memory traffic. 

 The third contribution is the construction of a prototype tool that is used by the new 

slowdown based method. The first version of the tool is presented in Paper II and it has 

been enhanced with the additions made to the method in Paper III and Paper IV. 

 The fourth contribution is the identification of trade-offs and relative effectiveness of four 

different methods aimed at enhancing the performance of memory resource aware 

scheduling. While these four methods have been studied in isolation, Paper IV is the first 

to compare their relative performance. The four methods are last-level cache miss rate, stack 

distance competition, memory bandwidth usage, and the slowdown based method. The most 

important findings of the paper are that the slowdown based method introduced in this thesis 
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performs better than the other methods and that using the last-level cache miss rate method 

actually decreases the overall throughput. 

 The fifth contribution is a novel scheme that effectively avoids some of the worst co-

scheduling combinations, thus increasing the throughput. Paper IV establishes a high 

occurrence of a certain type of co-scheduled pairs among the schedules with the worst 

throughput. It is observed that co-scheduling two instances of the same program, even if 

they have an extremely low or no slowdown, often degrades the overall system throughput. 

1.3 Dissertation Organization 
The contributions of the thesis are published in four papers referred to as Paper I-IV. A 

more in depth explanation of each individual contribution is presented successively in Sections 

2 to 7. 

Section 2 presents the first contribution (Paper I) which explores the impact resource 

sharing has on engineering simulation efficiency in an industrial cluster with regards to 

execution time as well as hardware and license costs. The second contribution, presented in 

Section 3, is a method that estimates the slowdown a program experiences when sharing the 

memory bus with other program(s) executing on the same server. The slowdown prediction 

method is exemplified in Paper II, described in Paper III, and enhanced in Paper IV. 

Section 4 contains the third contribution, and revisits Paper II, which is the design and 

implementation of the prototype tool used by the method for slowdown characterization of 

programs. Section 5 highlights contribution four from Paper IV where trade-offs and relative 

effectiveness of four different methods aimed at enhancing the performance of memory 

resource aware scheduling are compared. Section 6 presents the fifth contribution which is 

another aspect of Paper IV that proposes a novel scheme for cancelling the worst co-scheduling 

combinations. Finally, Section 7 provides concluding remarks and also considers future work. 
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In the following sections I have used the notations and terminology from Paper IV which  

sometimes deviate from the earlier notations used in the appended publications. 

2 Dual-Core Efficiency for Engineering Simulations 

Typically, a job-scheduler in a cluster or cloud system allocates one process to each core 

to exploit the additional computational capacity it provides. Nevertheless, the remaining server 

resources will be shared between the co-scheduled processes. As shown in [26], said resource 

sharing might limit the performance to such an extent that the computational benefits of the 

additional cores are eradicated. A common application of high performance computing in an 

industrial setting is technical engineering simulations. These are often parallel multi-process 

FEM1 or CFD2 simulations, which are computationally intensive but the computations are 

performed on large matrices which has to be transferred to and from memory. Furthermore, the 

processes perform intra- and inter-node communications to exchange data and synchronize the 

execution between each simulated time step.  

This motivates investigating the most efficient allocation strategy for parallel CFD-

simulations in an industrial dual-core cluster. That is, will the second core available in each 

server increase the efficiency of the CFD-simulations? In Paper I we use two metrics to 

determine the overall efficiency: execution time and a resource based cost metric. 

Measuring and comparing the execution time of programs that execute for more than 1000 

seconds on a Linux system is trivial. However, to evaluate the different allocation strategies 

based on cost we created the following metric: 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑗𝑜𝑏 = ( 
𝐻

𝑁
∗ 𝑃 + 𝐿 ∗ 𝑃 ) ∗

𝑅𝑗𝑜𝑏

1 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
 

                                                                                                               Eq. 1 

The unit of the job cost associated with Eq. 1 is the currency used when deriving the input 

values of H and L. H represents the hardware cost for one of the servers during one year, this 

includes hardware acquisition as well as maintenance, localities, staff, energy, etc., and N is the 

number of processes executing on each server. L is the license cost of executing one process of 

the software for one year and P represents the degree of parallelization, i.e. the number of 

processes that will be used to execute the simulation. Finally, R is the run time of the job when 

divided into P processes. Basically, the left factor calculates the cost associated with executing 

the job for a full year. The left term is then multiplied with the right term which is the fraction 

of a year the current job will execute for.  

                                                 

 

1 Finite Element Method (FEM) simulations are used by engineers to, among other things, simulate crack 

propagation, bending stresses and crash deformations. 
2 Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations, are used by engineers to, among other things, simulate 

air flowing through a turbine or water flowing through a pipe. 
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The measurements and calculations in Paper I were carried out, on site, at an aerospace 

company using two commercial CFD programs, three different simulation models and a dual-

core cluster with 220 servers. Furthermore, the hardware to license cost ratio for this setup was 

1 to 15, i.e. the cost one single processor license was 15 times larger than the cost associated 

with maintaining one server for one year including a third of the acquisition costs, since the 

servers are exchanged every three years. 

Paper I first observes that the executions are slowed down when co-scheduling P processes 

on P/2 servers compared to when P processes are allocated to P servers. The paper then 

establishes that in all but one instance there is an execution time increase of between 2% and 

38% when two processes are co-scheduled on the same server. However, the hardware 

requirements are halved when processes are co-scheduled. The most interesting finding in 

Paper I is that in five cases (out of 36) the CFD-simulation actually execute slower when two 

processes are co-scheduled on each server compared to when only one process are executing 

on each server, for the same number of physical servers. As an example, executing one of the 

five simulations in parallel using eight processes, scheduling one process on each of eight 

servers is faster than executing the same simulation using 16 processes and eight servers. The 

paper deduces that this is not caused by a faulty parallelization algorithm.  

Paper I quantifies the cost of the different allocation strategies using the metric presented 

in Eq. 1. The paper then concludes that although the hardware usage is reduced when two 

processes are co-scheduled the jobs still cost more to execute due to the large disparity between 

hardware and license costs. In conclusion the scheme used in Paper I shows that in almost all 

cases it is more cost efficient to schedule one CFD process on each dual-core server than using 

co-scheduling due to slowdowns caused by resource sharing. In the case at hand the average 

cost efficiency is increased by 16.5%. The results also show that it is sometimes more cost 

efficient to increase the degree of parallelization. 

Paper I proposes a scheme to estimate the efficiency of different allocation strategies in 

terms of execution time and cost. Furthermore, when the hardware to license ratio is known, 

the scheme presented in Paper I can be used to calculate the difference in execution time for 

which the allocation strategies have the same cost.  

3 The Slowdown Prediction Method 

Processes executing on different cores in the same computer typically share many of the 

server’s resources such as caches, buses, and other resources. The resource sharing slows down 

the execution compared to when the processes have exclusive resource access. Although there 

are many shared resources in a server, previous studies [3, 22] have shown that memory bus 

sharing is a major source of process slowdown [1, 13, 16, 22]. Xu et al. [26] even observed 

super-linear slowdowns for processes sharing the memory bus. 

Avoiding co-scheduling slowdowns caused by memory bus sharing is a key factor for 

attaining high performance in any cluster or cloud system.  However, in order to avoid co-

scheduling slowdowns they must first be known. To this end we propose a slowdown prediction 

method that is able to estimate how much slower any given program will execute when co-
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scheduled with any other program(s) due to memory bus contention. The method is exemplified 

in Paper II, described in Paper III, and enhanced in Paper IV. It is based on the hypothesis 

that it is possible to decouple a program’s sensitivity to outside memory traffic (the slowdown 

it experience) from the pressure it places on other programs (the slowdown it causes in co-

scheduled programs). 

A brute-force approach to estimate the slowdown of co-scheduled processes is to execute 

all programs together with all other programs in all possible combinations and calculate the 

slowdown compared to that of a solo execution. However, this brute-force characterization 

method is not a feasible alternative since the number of combinations to evaluate scales as 

O(NC) where N is the number of programs and C is the number of cores sharing the resources.  

Paper III addresses the brute-force method’s high complexity by introducing a slowdown 

prediction method which execute each program a pre-determined number of times. The method 

is based on the hypothesis that if two programs, A and B, are co-scheduled, the memory traffic 

generated by program A will cause program B to execute slower and likewise the memory traffic 

generated by program B will cause program A to execute slower. To this end the slowdown 

prediction method first determines the amount of memory traffic (pressure) a program 

introduces into the system. The method then determines how sensitive a program is to 

competing memory traffic by generating synthetic traffic while executing the program and 

measuring how this affects the execution time. Hence, we introduce the concept of slowdown 

as a function of the memory bandwidth introduced into the system by co-scheduled processes, 

Sprog(p) where p is the pressure, i.e. the amount of memory traffic introduced into the system by 

the memory traffic generator or programs co-scheduled with prog. The pressure is given as a 

fraction of the available memory bus bandwidth.  

Slowdown of program prog = Sprog(p) 

      Eq. 2. 

The slowdown of Sprog(p) is given by subjecting the program prog to L different levels of 

memory traffic and using interpolation to estimate intermediate values. Thus, the complexity 

becomes L x N instead of NC, where N is the number of programs and L is the number of memory 

traffic levels and C is the number of cores. 

In Paper III and Paper IV the sensitivity function Sprog(p) is based on linear interpolation 

based on five measurement points corresponding to 100% (max), 75%, 50%, 25%, and 0% of 

the sustainable memory bandwidth as reported by STREAM triad [17]. Figure 1 contains an 

example sensitivity curve where the measurement points are marked by X. 
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Figure 1: Slightly modified example sensitivity curve from Paper IV showing the slowdown for a 

program Y at different levels of pressure. If another program, X, introduces a pressure of pX= 85 

the sensitivity function of program Y will evaluate to SY(PX) equals 78. 

If two programs A and B are co-scheduled on the same server the average job slowdown 

of that server would be expressed as Eq. 3 with n=2, where pA and pB represents the pressure 

that programs A and B introduces into the system and n is the number of co-scheduled processes. 

𝑆𝐴(𝑝𝐵) + 𝑆𝐵(𝑝𝐴)

𝑛
 

Eq. 3. 

Furthermore, if program A were to be co-scheduled with two instances of program B, on a 

computer with three or more cores, we would express this as Eq. 4, where n=3: 

 
𝑆𝐴(2𝑝𝐵) + 2𝑆𝐵(𝑝𝐴 + 𝑝𝐵)

𝑛
 

Eq. 4. 

In Paper II the pressure of the evaluated programs was estimated using the Memgen 

program. In Paper III however, the bus_trans_mem.self hardware counter is used to obtain the 

pressure that a program introduces into the system, which in turn improved the quality of the 

slowdown estimations. Paper III shows that most co-scheduled programs suffer a significant 

slowdown long before the aggregated bandwidth usage reaches the peak system bandwidth and 

that the correlation between the amounts of memory traffic a program generates and its 

sensitivity to memory contention is low. 

Next, Paper III estimates the slowdown experienced by a subset of the NPB bench-

marks [3] when using separate caches and a shared memory bus as well as when using a shared 

last-level cache and a shared memory bus. The slowdown predictions are then compared to co-
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scheduled measurements obtained using the brute-force method. The comparison shows that 

the predictions performed with separate caches are closer to the measured values than the shared 

cache predictions.  

In Paper IV the full set of the NPB benchmarks [3] are analyzed, using the assumption 

that two processes are co-scheduled on each server. A total of 100 co-scheduling slowdowns 

were examined. Paper IV quantifies the differences between the slowdown predictions and 

brute-force slowdown measurements of co-scheduled program pairs. When comparing the 

predicted and measured slowdown values using regression analysis we find that the linear 

correlation coefficient (R2) between the measured slowdowns and the predicted memory traffic 

based slowdowns are 0.890, which indicates a high correlation. The slowdown predictions 

systematically underestimate the slowdown compared to the brute-force measurements as it 

should. The measured slowdown is the sum of all slowdowns created by all shared resources 

while we only try to predict the slowdown caused by the sharing of the memory bus. 

Consequently, the average predicted slowdown is 5.40% while the average measured 

slowdown is 7.07%. To conclude, the slowdown prediction method presented in this section is 

able to perform a prediction of the slowdown co-scheduled programs experience when sharing 

the memory bus. 

4 Memory Traffic Generation 

The slowdown prediction method described in Section 3 relies on the ability to generate a 

stable memory bus load at custom load levels while having a minimal effect on the rest of the 

system. There are several programs that can be used to generate memory loads, the most famous 

being McCalpin’s STREAM [17] which is used by the benchmarking suit Lmbench [34]. Since 

we wanted a simple but high performing traffic generator, the tool presented in Paper II 

generates memory traffic based on the Triad algorithm in STREAM [27]. 

The triad algorithm (Eq. 5) reads one value from memory and adds it to a register. It then 

adds a memory value to the same register and finally the new value is written back to memory 

at a third location. Thus, at a first glance, one iteration of the algorithm results in two read and 

one write operation, however in many modern systems with memory caching there is an 

additional read operation with intent to modify the value that will be overwritten (MESI: 

BusRdX [7]), which is performed before the write.  The original Stream implementation does 

not take this extra read operation into account when calculating the bandwidth, but it is known 

by McCalpin [18]. To avoid cache hits the values are fetched from and written to the vectors A, 

B, and C which are several orders of magnitude larger than the last level cache.  

𝑐[𝑗] = 𝑎[𝑗] +  𝑏[𝑗] 

Eq. 5.  

A pseudo code version of our assembler implementation of the triad algorithm is included 

in Paper II. To decrease the processor load, j is incremented in steps of eight instead of one as 

in the original Stream implementation, hence only one value is used in each cache line although 

all cache lines are fetched into the last level cache. 
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The structure of the memory generation and prediction tool is presented in Paper II and it 

follows the flowchart in Figure 2. The program is written in C, apart from the memory traffic 

generation kernel (described above) which is implemented in assembler. When Memgen is 

started the name of the program binary to evaluate is given as a command line argument. After 

performing some initial parsing and memory allocations, a second process is forked and locked 

to a specific core with the sched_setaffinity() system call. This new process then calls execv() 

to replace itself with the program binary to evaluate, which then starts to execute. The main 

process now forks one or several memory generator processes that lock themselves to different 

cores and generates memory traffic at the level specified on the command line. When the 

evaluated program finishes its execution the main process catches its return code and sends 

SIGINT to the memory generator processes. The runtime data is then post processed and the 

results are written to file. 

 

Figure 2. A flowchart of the evaluation process for each level of memory traffic. 

Finally, Paper II evaluates Memgen’s ability to generate a specific and stable amount of 

memory traffic. In general, we find that the higher the amount of generated memory traffic is 

the higher are the fluctuations. Nevertheless, the highest memory throughput obtained by the 

STREM triad benchmark is 4921 MB/s and Memgen measured a maximum throughput of, on 

average, 4907 MB/s with a standard deviation of 1.12. During this test STREAM was modified 

to include the BusRdX read in its bandwidth calculation. When evaluating the execution of the 

memory generator together with processor- and memory bound benchmarks we find that when 

dealing with fully processor- or memory bound applications we can accurately predict the 

impact of executing two competing programs on the same multi-core machine. 

Finally, Paper II illustrates how the Memgen traffic generator can be used to estimate the 

slowdown of two to four co-scheduled High Performance Linpack (HPL) [19] processes 

concurrently executing on the same quad-core computer. The execution time predictions in 

Paper II systematically overestimated the slowdown. 
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4.1 Related Work on Traffic Generation Tools 
Since the introduction of the Memgen traffic generator in 2010, the Bubble-up [15] and the 

Bandwidth Bandit [8] traffic generators have also been presented. While the Memgen traffic 

generator constantly validates and invalidates different cache lines, the Bandwidth Bandit goes 

to great lengths to remove any cache contamination and only creates memory bus contention 

[8]. Thus, the bandit is able to generate memory traffic at varying rates (megabytes per second) 

without competing with other programs for cache resources. 

Bubble-up on the other hand was designed to apply pressure on the memory subsystem as 

a whole and not only the memory bus [15]. In addition, Bubble-up is unaware of how much 

memory traffic it generates, it uses a third (reporter) process to calculate a value they refer to 

as a bubble score [16] which serves the same purpose as the pressure value described in Section 

3. Bubble-up generates its traffic with the scalar kernel from Stream [17] as well as random 

loads and stores. The scalar kernel iterates over a memory area with an initial size of one 

megabyte, which is gradually increased. The initial size of one megabyte is small enough to fit 

in some L1 and most L2 caches, i.e. at the beginning, the accesses are local to the core Bubble-

up is executing on.  

Because of the memory footprint approach of Bubble-up it is unclear how much pressure 

in terms of memory bandwidth Bubble-up introduces into the system. As the bubble increases 

the characteristics of Bubble-up will change. At low levels Bubble-up will have large cache 

reuse (100%), thus aggressively claiming its cache space and effectively forcing competing 

processes’ cache lines to be evicted. As the footprint increases the reuse frequency will 

decrease, allowing a co-running program to claim a relatively larger share of the caches. In [15], 

Mars et al. states that there is no one correct way to generate the traffic or estimate the pressure 

a program places on its co-running processes. However, the evaluation in Section 5 shows that 

the slowdown prediction method presented in this thesis is able to perform slowdown prediction 

that allows efficient co-scheduling. 

5 Impact of Slowdown Prediction on Scheduling 

Traditionally, cluster and cloud job-schedulers have scheduled one process to run on one 

server, which had one core. Only the really high end systems had multiple cores and they often 

only ran a handful of programs. However, with a plethora of different multi-core processors, 

memory speeds and systems running hundreds or thousands of different programs the basic 

scheduling problem becomes NP-complete. Memory contention aware scheduling has been 

offered as an effective strategy to mitigate the slowdown caused by the limited off-chip 

bandwidth [28]. In current research [1, 5, 10, 11, 21, 26, 28] several different characterization 

methods have been proposed as candidates to use as an input to resource aware scheduling to 

decrease the slowdown caused by the limited memory bus.  

Blagodurov, et.al. [4] studied the relative performance of a set of cache based methods and 

identified that the memory controller, memory bus and prefetching hardware contributes more 

to the overall slowdown than caches do. Nevertheless, Fedorova, et.al. [9] reports that the last 
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level cache (LLC) miss rate is an excellent method to use in an operating system scheduler in 

order to avoid memory based slowdown.  

Several studies [1, 10, 13, 26] have reported on significant gains when performing co-

scheduling allocations based on the processes memory bandwidth usage. According to Tang 

et.al. [22] a throughput increase of 40% is possible in datacenters when scheduling programs 

based on memory bandwidth usage.  

To this end, Paper IV compares the trade-offs and relative effectiveness of four different 

methods aimed at enhancing the performance of memory resource aware scheduling. The four 

methods are the slowdown prediction method presented in Section 3, memory bandwidth usage, 

LLC miss rate, stack distance competition (SDC) [5]. Paper IV first explore the optimization 

space by simulating each and every possible way to schedule two instances of each of the ten 

NPB benchmarks in a setting of ten dual-core servers. The NPB benchmarks were executed for 

the same amount of time. This results in 1.44 million different schedules with a slowdown 

between 3.66% and 12.66%. The average throughput slowdown was 6.59%, see Figure 3 for 

the full bi-nominal distribution. For a method to make a positive contribution to the scheduling 

it has to perform better than the average slowdown. Furthermore, Paper IV shows that less than 

0.01% or 98 schedules experience a slowdown of less than 4% and a mere 63,200 schedules 

has a slowdown of 5% or less. 

 

Figure 3. The throughput slowdown distribution of all possible ways to schedule 20 programs on 

ten dual-core computers. The best schedules according to the slowdown based (SB), memory 

bandwidth usage (MBU), stack distance competition (SDC), and last level cache miss rate (MR) 

methods are also presented as indicated by the arrows. 

Paper IV shows that the schedule created by the slowdown prediction method is the 2nd 

best schedule with 3.69% slowdown. When scheduling using the memory bandwidth as input 

the slowdown is 3.94%, which makes it the 51st best schedule overall. The preferred schedule 

according to SDC has a slowdown of 4.94% and comes in the 52,446th place. One interesting 

finding in Paper IV is that the LLC miss rate results would increase the slowdown compared 

to a non-memory aware scheduler, which over time would converge towards the average 

slowdown.  
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Furthermore, Paper IV evaluates ten alternative scheduling scenarios using nine of the ten 

NPB benchmarks in each scenario. The results show that the slowdown prediction method, on 

average, generated schedules with an overall execution time only 0.44% slower than the best 

possible schedule, the corresponding number for non-memory aware scheduling is 2.89%. 

Furthermore, while the results show that using the slowdown, bandwidth or SDC methods will 

decreases the slowdown in all scenarios, the last level cache miss rate method performs worse 

than the average schedule in six of the eleven scenarios and using it will not impact system 

performance in either way. 

6 Simple Scheme to Avoid Bad Co-Schedules 

It is thus far assumed that a resource aware job-scheduler can increase the throughput of a 

cluster of cloud system by selecting the best ways in which processes can be scheduled. While 

this is true, the throughput can also be increased by removing the worst ways in which processes 

can be scheduled. Consider a job-scheduler that merely allocates one process to one core, totally 

disregarding any co-scheduling slowdowns. Over time the throughput will converge around the 

average slowdown, given an even distribution of execution time between all different programs. 

If the worst ways in which processes can be scheduled were removed the best throughput will 

still be the same, however the worst and the average throughputs will decrease.   

To this end Paper IV have identified that the system throughput often suffers when a 

program is co-scheduled with another instance of itself. The experimental results from Paper 

IV and Section 5 show that seven of the ten co-schedules in the main scenario met this criteria. 

Furthermore, turning to the full set of scenarios the schedule where all programs are co-

scheduled with another instance of itself was always one of the 15 worst. Thus in all eleven 

scenarios the schedule was among the worst 0.001% of schedules. The distribution of the two 

worst same instance co-schedules from Paper IV have been highlighted in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. The schedules containing the two worst same instance co-schedules have been 

highlighted. The schedules including both co-schedules are included twice, once in DC/DC and 

once in CG/CG. 
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Conceptually, there are two major contributing factors: 1) Combining a program with a 

high degree of resource usage with another instance of itself will place a high load on that 

specific resource, thus slowing down both program executions. 2) Combining two programs 

with a low degree of resource usage removes the potential benefit of co-scheduling them with 

a program which uses said resource to a high degree. 

Conclusively, Paper IV suggests that co-scheduling two instances of the same program is 

likely to decrease the overall system throughput, especially if the program has a high or low 

utilization of a scarce resource. 

7 Concluding Remarks 

The number and size of cluster and cloud systems are growing rapidly as they provide a 

computational platform for millions of users. Many industrial companies use in-house or 

outsourced systems to cater for their increasing demand for, among other things, engineering 

simulations. Nevertheless, in the background, much effort is put into improving the efficiency 

of said systems to meet current and future challenges. One of the main challenges is that the 

increasing level of on-chip parallelism combined with the limited off-chip bandwidth 

effectively turns the memory bus into a bottleneck. In this context, this thesis contributes with 

a novel slowdown prediction method which estimates the slowdown programs experience when 

executing concurrently on different cores in the same server. The method is motivated by the 

fact that for a job-scheduler to mitigate the slowdown caused by memory bus contention it must 

be able to, at least approximately, compare the impact of different scheduling decisions, or the 

scheduling becomes pure guesswork. 

Paper I explores the impact resource sharing has on engineering simulation efficiency in 

an industrial dual-core cluster with regards to execution time as well as hardware and license 

costs. To this end, the paper proposes a cost metric, which in turn shows that the co-scheduling 

slowdown is a problem both from an execution time, as well as, a resource efficiency 

standpoint. 

This thesis then focuses on predicting the slowdown caused by memory bus contention 

when programs are co-scheduled on the same server. Paper III presents a new slowdown 

prediction method which is able to, quite accurately, estimate the slowdown two programs 

experience when co-scheduled. The method is based on the hypothesis that if two programs, A 

and B, are co-scheduled the memory traffic generated by program A will cause program B to 

execute slower. First the slowdown prediction method determines the amount of memory traffic 

(pressure) a program introduces into the system. The method then determines how sensitive a 

program is to competing memory traffic by generating synthetic traffic while measuring how 

this affects the program’s execution time. To this end, Paper II contributed with the Memgen 

tool which was used to generate stable streams of controlled traffic and measure the impact they 

had on the execution time of the investigated programs. Based on the slowdown values from 

five measurement points the program’s sensitivity curve is interpolated. Hence, to determine 

how much program A will be slowed down by program B, the method looks up the slowdown 
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value on A’s sensitivity curve that corresponds to the level of memory traffic generated by B, 

and vice versa.  

Paper IV shows that the method provides far better performance by selecting one of the 

best ways, although not the very best way, to schedule the processes with respect to the overall 

system throughput. Furthermore, Paper IV show that scheduling based on the slowdown 

prediction method yield a higher throughput than three other methods suggested for avoiding 

memory bandwidth slowdown. 

The final contribution of Paper IV is that it identifies that the system throughput often 

suffers when a program is co-scheduled with another instance of itself. The paper investigated 

eleven scenarios and in all scenarios the schedule where all programs were co-scheduled with 

another instance of itself was among the overall worst schedules. 

In this thesis the slowdown prediction method is evaluated using two co-scheduled 

processes on each multi-core server. The method, as presented in Section 3, can scale to handle 

multiple processes as long as each process has its own core. Future studies should evaluate the 

method’s effectiveness when scheduling on more than two cores. Other, future questions are: 

what is the optimal scheduling policy to use in conjunction with slowdown prediction methods 

and how well will it perform in a real production environment. Finally, the results in this thesis 

are based on the slowdown prediction method and the Memgen tool. Although it outperforms 

comparable cache and memory bandwidth based methods it is so far unknown how well it 

performs compared to alternative traffic generation based approaches. However, the results 

show that the slowdown prediction method performs very well and it would be interesting to 

investigate if it can be enhanced by sharing ideas with other methods. 
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